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1 .  PURPOSE 
This calculation documents the total s) sten1 performance assessment modeling of Enhanced Design 
Anal) ses (EDA) V. EDA V is based on the TSPA-VA base design c\ hich has been modified ~ t i t h  
higher thermal loading. a quartz sand inlrert. and line loading \\ ith 2 1 PU'R waste packages that have 
2-cm thick titanium grade 7 corrosion resistant niaterial (CRM) drip shields placed o\er dual-layer 
uaste packages composed of 'inside out' VA reference material (CRWMS M&O 1999a). This 
document details the changes and assumptions made to the VA reference Performance Assessn~ent 
Model (CRWMS M&O 1998a) to incorporate the design changes detailed for EDA V. The 
performance measure for this e~raluation is expected value dose-rate history. Time histories of dose 
rate are presented for EDA V and a Defense in Depth (DID) analysis base on EDA V. Additional 
details concerning the Enhanced Design A1ternatk.e I1 are provided in the "LADS 3-1 2 Requests" 
interoffice correspondence (CRWMS M&O 1999a). 
2. METHOD 
Total system performance assessment calculations require coupling and!or information transfer 
between models that represent the major components of the repository. These models. their 
coupling. and input parameter values used in the TSPA-VA base case are described in Toft11 L'$,.stenl 
Performunce ii.r.sessment - Li'trhilitj~ A.s~essment Bcrse C'~rse (CRWMS M&O. 1998a). The o\.erall 
computational system remains unchanged for the design feature assessnlents presented in this report. 
However. the implementation of specific components of the base case total system model have been 
changed to account for the effects of the design features. The specific changes to the base case 
model are described in the following sections of this document. 
3. ASSUMPTIONS 
The assumptions that formed the basis for the TSPA-VA base case model described in Tottrl S~~stenr 
Perfi~rn~crnce Assessment - l 'icrhilitjl Assessnlent Bcrse C'trse (C R WMS M&O. 1 99th) are entirely 
applicable to this calculation with any exceptions detailed below. 
Assumptions for EDA V modeling: 
3.1 The base case TSPA-VA model is based on a drift spacing of 28 meters and with point 
loading. For EDA V. the waste packages are placed in a line load and the drift separation is 
increased to 40 meters with an increased thermal loading of 150 MTU per acre (CRWMS 
M&O 1999a. p. 17- 18). With increased thermal loading the repository design requires 420 
acres of the proposed repository block. The assumptions for this 'line load' configuration 
are inherent within the thermal hydrology data input to the TSPA model (CRWMS M&O 
1999d. Item 2). It is also assumed that the same number of maste packages \ \ i l l  be used as 
in the base case. 
3.2 Fifty percent of the VA percolation flus was used for the thermal hydrology (CRWMS M&O 
1999d. Item 2). This is appropriate based on the TSPA-VA percolation fluxes (CRWMS 
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M&O 1998f. p. T2-33, Table 40. and the area fraction of the repositor)). I'he inputs to the 
thermal hjdrology and EDA-V calculations are reasonable and consistent. 
3.3 With the change in the repository footprint, there are associated changes to repository 
regions. Unlike the TSPA-VA base case in which six repository regions are defined. the 
EDA V repository is divided into four distinct regions for the total sl.sten1 model. These 
regions differ from the base case regions and thus ha\.e new properties. Changes to the 
model to account for the new regions include new average percolation fluxes for each region. 
new waste package distributions, and changes to definition of capture regions within the 
unsaturated and saturated zone models to account for the placement of the repository regions. 
3.4 The basic waste package design is a 21 PWR uaste package. For EDA V the m a t e  package 
is constructed of two materials in an 'inside out' VA configuration. The inner material is 
A5 16 carbon steel, approximately 10 cm thick, and the outer material is approsimately 2 cm 
thick Alloy-22 (CRWMS M&O 1999a. p. 18). For the total system performance assessment 
modeling the base case waste package and EBS geometry was modified to account for the 
new waste package dimensions. All other assumptions for the waste package materials are 
inherent within the waste package degradation input tables (CRWMS M&O 1999d. Item 3). 
3.5 A drip shield is part of the design feature for EDA V. The drip shields are assumed to ha\e 
a "mail-box" (inverted U-shaped) configuration and to be placed over the maste packages 
uith a gap between the drip shields and the waste packages to avoid direct contact (CRWMS 
M&O 1999a). The drip shields are 2-cn~ thick and are composed of titanium grade 7. It is 
assumed for the TSPA model that no flus reaches the waste pachages or inkert mhile the drip 
shield remains intact. 
3.6 After drip shield failure it is assumed that the flus into the \\.-ate package is scaled to the 
lesser of the available patch area of the drip shield or the waste package. 
3.7 Quartz sand was assumed to be the invert material. The invert dinlensions remained identical 
to the base case configuration. Invert Kd values were assumed to be equal to 0 for quartz 
sand. 
3.8 Invert saturation remained at 0.05 residual saturation (DTN: LL990301804242.083 File: 
./noBF - -  1 50 - c j 4  - -  17 03e - -  03 OqreCloseI NUFT - input1 ldthl DKMrcktbl2-97-afmean- 
j4-bfsl Oa) until drip shield failure. The invert saturation was calculated after drip shield 
failure by using the relative permeability curve assuming gravity flow. The flus into the drift 
was used for this calculation. 
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4. USE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND MODELS 
4.1 SOFTWARE APPROVED FOR QA WORK 
The software used for modeling different components of the repositoq system in the TSPA-VA total 
system model are listed in this section. The FEHM software (TBV 564) has not been ~erified at the 
time of the calculations and the results from these calculations should be considered TBV (to be 
verified). The softmare used for the anal) ses presented in this document include the same softblare 
used for the TSPA-VA base case calculation (CRWMS M&O. 1998a). No new softmare was used 
for the design feature analyses. 
WAPDEG and NUFT are used to produce waste package degradation and thernlal hydrology inputs 
to the total system model. These two software progranls are mentioned se\.eral times in the 
calculation section of this document but are not described in this software section. This is appropriate 
because WAPDEG and NUFT are only used to create tabular input for the total system model and 
are not executed during the total system calculation (Section 5.3 & Section 5.4). 
4.1.1 RIP Version 5.19.01, CSCI: 30055 
Installed on a multi-processor Intel Pentium I1 x86 computer under the Windows NT 4.0 operating 
sj.stem. M&O CPU Tag Numbers: 1 15783; 1 15784; 1 15785; 1 15786: 1 1 1591 : 1 12378; 1 14227; 
1 12380; 1 1369; 1 13067; and 1 1 1593. 
Since RIP is used as the integrating shell for combining the different components of the repository 
system. all the input/output files required for running the TSPA-VA total system model are listed 
in M09807MWDRIP00.000 and are discussed in CRWMS M&O, 1998a. Files that Lvere changed 
are provided in the DTN: M09906MWDRIP83.005. 
a) The RIP computer code (Golder Associates. 1998) is an appropriate tool to 
perform the following functions that are part of the total system performance assessment 
calculations. 
b) This softmare has been validated over the range it mas used. (Sojt\t.~~re Qzr~r1ijic'~~tion 
Report, Repository Integrution Program. Version 5.19.0 1. DI: 30047-2003. Rev. 2. CRWMS 
M&O. 1 9 9 8 ~ )  
C) This software was obtained from Software Configuration Management (SCM) in 
accordance kvith the appropriate procedures. 
4.1.2 FEHM Version 2.0.0, CSCI: N/A (TBV 564) 
FEHM Version 2.0.0 was compiled as a dynamic link library (DLL) mith Digital Visual Fortran 
5.0 and is used as an external subroutine (fehmn.dl1) to RIP 5.19.01. This DLL kvas installed on 
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a multi-processor Intel Pentium I1 x86 computer under the Windo~vs NT 4.0 operating system. 
M&O CPU Tag Numbers: 1 15783; 1 15784: 1 15785; 1 15786; 1 1 1591 : 1 12378: 1 14227; 1 12380; 
11369; l l3067;and 111593. 
a )  The FEHM computer code is an appropriate tool to perform mass transport 
simulations in the saturated and unsaturated zones below the potential Yucca Mountain 
repository (Zyvoloski et.al., 1997. p. 16). 
b) This software has not been validated over the range it was used. 
C )  This software was not obtained from SCM in accordance with the appropriate 
procedures. 
4.2 SOFTWARE ROUTINES 
42.1  SZ-Convolute, Version 1.0, CSCI: 30038 
SZ-Convolute was compiled as a dynamic link library using Digital Visual Fortran 5.0 and is 
used as an external subroutine (szconv.dl1) to RIP. This DLL was installed on a multi-processor 
Intel Pentium I1 x86 computer under the Windows NT 4.0 operating system. 
The program written in FORTRAN programming language uses a con\.olution integral technique 
to combine concentration breakthrough curves based on unit releases Lvith transient radionuclide 
mass flux at the water table to determine radionuclide concentrations at a specified downstream 
boundaq for which the concentration breakthrough curves were derived. The underlying 
assumptions in using convolution are: (1) the transport processes and flow fields from the 
unsaturated zone model and the saturated zone model are independent of one another, (2) the 
transport processes in the saturated zone model are linear, and (3) steady-state flow is valid for the 
saturated zone. More information on the formulation and inputs can be found in S q f t ~ . ~ ~ r e  Rolrtine 
Report,for SZ - C'onvollrte (CRWMS M&O. 1998d). 
4.2.2 EFDR/DCC, CSCI: 30065 V1.O 
External Functions for the Dissolution Rate and Diffusion Coefficient Calculations within RIP 
(EFDRIDCC) (CRWMS M&O. 1998e), contains three DLLs (dynamically linked libraries). 
SFDiss. GLDiss, and EDCoef u ere compiled as dynamic link libraries using Visual C++ 4.0 to be 
used as external subroutines (sfdis.dl1, gldiss.dl1. and edc.dl1) to RIP. These DLL's Lvere installed 
on a multi-processor Intel Pentium I1 x86 computer under the Windo~vs NT 4.0 Operating system. 
M&O CPU Tag Numbers: 1 15783; 1 15784; 1 15785: 1 15786: 1 1 1591 ; 1 12378: 1 14227; 1 12380; 
11369; 113067; and 1 1  1593. 
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SFDiss is a subroutine Mintten in C programming language to calculate the comn~ercial spent nulcear 
fuel dissolution rate based on the equation developed from experimental data. More details on the 
formulas used and inputs for this subroutine can be found in Soft\\are Routine Report, E.\-terntrl 
Fzinctions for Di.\.\olrrtion R~rte ctnd Diffitsion C'oefficient C'crlc~ilcrtions ~c*ithin RIP for TSPA- i :-I 
(CRWMS M&O. 1998e). 
GLDiss is a subroutine written in C programming language to calculate the glass dissolution rate 
based on the equation developed from experimental data. More details on the forn~ulas used and 
inputs for this subroutine can be found in Software Routine Report. Externcrl F~rnctions , f ir  
Dissolzrtion Rcrte crnd Diflitsion Coefficient C'cllczrlutions u.ithin RIP,fi,r T X 4 - I  1-1 (CRWMS M&O. 
1998e). 
EDCoef is a subroutine written in C programming language to calculate the effective diffusion 
coefficient in an unsaturated porous medium based on the equation de~reloped from experimental 
data. More details on the formulas used and inputs for this subroutine can be found in Software 
Routine Report. Externul Fztnctions for Dissolzrtion Rute ~ n c i  Diffzrsion C'oefficient C'ul~.zrlcrtions 
)t,ithin RIP fir TSPA- k:4 (CRWMS M&O. 1998e). 
4.3 MODELS 
The TSPA-VA Base Case conceptual model and computer software used in this calculation are 
described in detail mithin Totul Sjlstem Perfom~mce Assessn~ent - I'icrbilitj~..l \.\ec-snlent Buse C1u.\e 
(CRWMS M&O, 1998a). The data tracking numbers for the base case model inputs and outputs as 
well as the documentation sources for this model are contained in the TSPA-VA REV 01 base case 
calculation (CRWMS M&O, 1998a) (DTN: M09807MWDRIP00.000). The specific model inputs 
and outputs relekant to this calculation have also been submitted to the data tracking sI.sten1 (DTN: 
M09906MWDRIP83.005) and are discussed further in the nest section. 
The TSPA-VA base case total system model was selected for use in this calculation because it was 
specifically designed to calculate total system performance (and the modeling process may be 
adapted to calculate EDA features) in a manner consistent with the information requirements for the 
LA Design Selection EDA's. 
5. CALCULATION 
The TSPA-VA base case model and parameters were used with only minor changes to the RIP, 
FEHM and SZ_Convolute input files to account for the effects of the design feature. The base case 
model and parameters are presented in the Toter1 Sj~.stem Pe!.firntrrrtce A.s.se.s.vntettt-i'ierbilit~~ 
Assessment Base Ccrse (CRWMS M&O. 1998a). Components of the base case calculation that were 
not changed for the design feature analyses are not discussed in this document. Detailed below are 
only the changes to the base case model that were necessary to evaluate the system performance of 
EDA V. 
In addition to the total system model evaluation with the "inside-out" ~vaste package, a Defense in 
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Depth (DID) analysis xvas conducted for EDA V by neutralizing the waste packages. 
5.1 DRIP SHIELD MODIFICATIONS 
For EDA V a drip shield is part of the design feature. The drip shields are assunled to ha\ e a "mail- 
box" (inverted U-shaped) configuration and to be placed over the uaste packages with a gap between 
the drip shields and the uaste packages to a ~ o i d  irect contact (CRWMS M&O 1999a). The drip 
shields are 2-cm thick and are composed of titanium grade 7. Table *.t38 (* denotes the file prefix 
for each unique simulation) contains the drip shield failure time histor) used as input for EDA V. 
The WAPDEG input file was NElaSsSEDAS-ds.rip (DTN M09904MWDWAP73.001). It is 
assumed for the TSPA model that no flux reaches the uaste packages or in\fert \\bile the drip shield 
remains intact (Assumption 3.5). In addition. after drip shield failure, the flux through the uaste 
package is assumed to be scaled to the smaller of the patch area on either the drip shield or the uaste 
package (Assumption 3.6). The follouing modifications were made to the TSPA-VA base case total 
system model to implement the drip shield design feature: 
5.1.1 No flux through waste packages or invert until drip shield failure (Assumption 3.5) 
Modifications were made to the base case file to incorporate Assumption 3.5. no flus through the 
waste package or through the invert until drip shield failure. The follo\ving parameters were 
modified within the RIP front end to implement this assumption: 
1) QDRIPI through QDRIP6 were copied as ZDRIPI through ZDRIP6. 
2) QDRIPI -6 were replaced with ZDRIPI -6 within the 48 defined environments 
3) QDRIPI -6 parameters were modified as follows: 
QDRIPI = if(PATDSH < =O,O, ZDRIPl) 
Effectively. since QPAT1-6 (flux through the patches) = QDRIP1-6 * FACPAT, and PATDSH = 
average number of patches on the drip shield (see below). QDRIPI-6 = 0 until drip shield fails. 
therefore QPATI -6 = 0 until drip shield fails. and thus no flux through the waste package or in\.crt. 
5.1.2 Flux Scaled to the minimum of the patch area (Assumption 3.5) 
The following parameters were created or modified: 
TPATWP = total number of patches for a waste package = 889 (CRWMS M&O 1999b. Item 
1. p. 9) 
TPATDS = total number of patches for a drip shield = 965 (CRWMS M&O 1999b. Iten1 I ,  
P 7 )  
PATDSH = Average number of patches on a drip shield (DTN M09903MWDWAP73.001) 
= table(03.time.3 8) 
WPPAFR = waste package fraction failed by patches = PATBO5lTPATWP 
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DSPAFR = drip shield fraction failed by patches = PATDSH/TPATDS 
ZPATCH = selector for minimum patches (waste package or drip shield) = 
if((DSPAFR <= WPPAFR). DSPAFR. WPPAFR) 
ZPATCH selects the minimum of the patches available for flus. To in~plen~ent this kvithin the base 
case total system model the parameter FRACPA was modified as follous: 
FRACPA = ZPATCH * UPATCH, 
Since FACPAT = FRACPA for values of FRACPA less than or equal to 1 and QPAT (flus through 
the patches) = QDRIP (flus into the drift) * FACPAT, therefore the flus through the uaste package 
is effecti\,ely scaled to the minimum of the available patches. 
5.1.3 Juvenile Failure Flux 
The base case parameter QPASF7 was modified to eliminate the flus through the package for a 
juvenile failed package until the drip shield has failed. 
5.2 INVERT MODIFICATIONS 
For EDA V, the base case concrete invert was removed and replaced kvith a quartz sand invert 
(Assumption 3.7). The following modifications have been made to implement the effect of the sand 
invert: The Kd values of the INVERT media were set equal to zero for all radionuclides (Assun~ption 
3.6). The porosity of the invert was set to 0.4 based upon thermal hydrology input (DTN: 
LL990301804242.083 File: ./noBF - 1 -50-c j4-17 - 03e-03_0qreClose/ NUFT-input/ Idthl 
DKMrcktb12-97-afmean-j4-bfsl Oa). The residual saturation of the invert was set to 0.05 until drip 
shield failure. then invert saturation is scaled to the flus through the quartz sand in~rert (see 
Attachment I) (Assumption 3.7). To implement this the following parameters were created or 
modified: 
1) UDRIPl through UDRIP6 to create a parameter for the unit area flus: 
UDRIPl = QDRIPl I 7 5  (m'. CRWMS M&O 1998f. Section 2.5.2.3) 
2) SINSF 1-6 and SINHL 1-6 were modified as follous: 
SINSF 1 = table(2.UDRIP1.39) = SINHL 1. etc. 
3) Table 39 (*.t39, * denotes the file prefix for each unique simulation) u a s  created to 
calculate the invert saturation based on the relative permeability cun-e assunling gravity flow 
(see Attachment I for details on this table) 
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5.3 WASTE PACKAGE DEGRADATION 
An 'inside out VA' waste package is used for EDA V. Each cvaste package \\as modeled using the 
WAPDEG code (CRWMS M&O 1999b. Item 1 ) and output files of the baste package degradation 
time histories were supplied as input for this calculation. Table 5.1 outlines the modifications made 
to the base case file to incorporate the new waste package dimensions and cvaste package failure 
histories. 
Table 5.1: Waste Package Dimensions and Input Tables for Failure Time Histories (CRWMS 
M&O 1999f. Item 1. p 3 of 34; DTN M09904MWDWAP73.001) 
1 For each waste package the length was adjusted to remove the 'skirt'. which is used for handling during emplacement 
and not evaluated in the total system model. 






Table 20 (always drip) *.t20 
Table 35 (no drip) *.t35 
5.4 THERMAL HYDROLOGY INPUTS 
Thermal Hydrology calculation results are used to replace table 02 (*.t02) and table 05 (*.t05). 
These tables contain time histories of temperatures for CSNF and HLWIDOE packages. The 
temperature time histories are different than the base case because of the change in the repository 
configuration. The temperature profiles for the repository were modeled for EDA V and the results 
can be found in (DTN: LL990301804242.083, M09906SPATHRIP.000 ). The temperature values 
are used for matrix dissolution rate calculations for the total system model. 
Description 
CSNF package length 
HLW package length 
CSNF package radius 
HLW package radius 
Waste package degradation 
history for alcvays dripping 
packages 
Waste package degradation 
history for no drip packages 
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EDA V ('inside-out VA') 
Value 
5.275 - 0.35 = 4.825 (21 -PWR 
a1 1) 
5.367 - 0.45 = 4.917 (5- 
HL WIDOE long) 
0.782 (21-PWR all) 
1.0 15 (5-HL WJDOE long) 
NE 1 a5s5EDA5-cvp.rip 
NEOa5s6EDA5-cvp.rip 
5.5 NEW REPOSITORY REGIONS 
With the increase in thermal loading (150 MTU per acre) there is an associated decrease in 
repository area. The repository footprint has also been moved to the northeast of the base case 
footprint (CRWMS M&O. 1999~) .  To account the change in repository area. the four repository 
regions are modified (see assumption 3.3). The change in repository regions creates a change in the 
average percolation flux for each region, the distribution of packages in the repository and changes 
to the defined capture regions within the unsaturated and saturated zone models to account for the 
new locations of the regions. The following sections describe the changes made to account for new 
repository regions. 
5.5.1 Percolation Flux 
New percolation flux values were calculated for the new repository regions. The average percolation 
fluxes were computed from results from the TOUGH2 site scale models (see Attachment 11) for 
current dry (DRY), long term average (LTA) and superpluvial (SP) climates. For details of this 
calculation, see Attachment 11. Table 5.2 shows the values used for the calculation. The parameters 
PERDl to 4, PERL1 to 4 and PERS1 to 4 Lvere modified within the RIP front end for the expected 
value infiltration (INFMTR=2). 
Table 5.2 Expected Value Percolation Flux (mmlyr) for EDA V 
DRY 
(PERDI to 4) 
5.5.2 Distribution of Waste Packages 
Region 1 (A) 
REGION 2 (B) 
Region 3 (C) 
Region 4 (D) 
As part of the average percolation calculation (see section 5.5.1 and Attachment 11). the fractional 
LT A 
(PERL 1 TO 4) 
area of each repository region was also determined. These fractional areas are used to redistribute 
the waste packages in the regions for EDA V. As with the base case model. there are 7760 CSNF 
packages. 1663 HLW packages and 2546 DOESF package (see assumption 3.1). Table 5.3 shows 
the distribution of the waste packages based on the new fractional areas. 
SP 














Table 5.3 Regional Waste Package Distribution for EDA V 
Region 1 (A) 
Region 2 (B) 
5.5.3 UZ Modifications 
Region 3 (C) 
Region 4 (D) 
Total 
The UZ model was modified to account for the changes in the repository areas. With the new 
repository areas, the location that particles enter and 1eax.e the UZ model were modified. The nodes 
associated with the repository and water table were changed for each region. The new set of nodes 
for each region (repository and water table regions) were modified in the FEHM input file 
'fmQb.zone6'. Details of the methodology used to select the new nodes at the repository and kvatcr 








With the change in the repository area, the saturated zone breakthrough cur\,es kvere nioditied to 
account for new capture area at the water table. The scaling factor at the top of the SZ curLfe files 
was modified for all of the stream tubes to account for the change in water table area for each region. 








A single Defense in Depth scenarios was run for the EDA V model by neutralizing the Lvaste 
package. This calculation is provided to determine the robustness of the total system by removing 
an important barrier to radionuclide release. This section provides details about the changes made 




Neutralizing the waste package assumes that the entire inventory is available for transport at time 
zero. For each source term group the primary failure mode was set to degenerate nith a probability 
equal to 1 at time zero. The juvenile failure source term group SF5 was deleted packages within this 
source term group were moved to region 4 (SF4). With no waste packages. diffusive releases mere 
assumed to occur through an area equal to half the surface area of the package (either HLWIDOESF 
or SF package). 
ADIFPI = 0 (diffusive area through pits) 
FACPIT= 0 (pit fraction) 
WPAHLW = Pi * HWPRAD * LENHLW 











Flux through the waste form ivas scaled to the patch area of the drip shield. Prior to drip shield 
failure. there is no advective flux through the waste form. 
For high level waste and DOESF pathways the area for diffusion through patches (ADIFPA) was 
set equal to WPAHLW. and for spent fuel path~vays ADIFPA was set to WPASF. Advective release 
was scaled to the flux able to pass through the drip shield. ZPATCH \$.as set equal to the DSPAFR. 
the drip shield patch fraction. In addition. the follo~ving parameters kvere modified: 
VWSF = VWRNS * PORWF * SATWF 
VWRNS = VRODSF 
VWHLW=VWRNH * PORWF * SATWF 
VWRNH = VGLSHL 
VWDSF = VWRND * PORWF * SATWF 
VWRND = VRODDS 
5.7 CORRECTION OF INPUT FORMATTING ERROR FROM INITIAL RESULTS 
After completion of the "check copy" of this document, a mistake was discokered in the format of 
the temperature input files (*.to2 and *.t05. see section 5.4 for description of these files). The results 
became part of the record for the QAP 3-12 Input Design Transmittal for -'Etzh~lnc.e~i Dcsigiz 
Alternutives I, I/, IIIcr, IIIb.IF: und l '  Best u~~crilcrhle LI'LIIN fi'onz ,ZI'17FT (Tllernzerl H~'clrolog~) .  
IVAPDEG' (Itirste Perckcrge Degrcrdution) cinci RIP (Totcrl S j~~tcnz  Pc~rformcrnce A.\se.s\mcnt) 
con~plrtertions" (CRWMS M&O 1999d). The temperature inputs affect the matrix dissolution rate. 
With the incorrect format, the temperature values for repositor) regions 3 and 4 uere 0 degrees 
Celsius after 5.000 years mhile regions 1 and 2 mere provided with the histories for regions 3 and 
4 after 5000 years. The correction of the temperature input file should hare little effect on the total 
system results. Results from using both the correct and incorrect temperature input tiles are provided 
in Section 6 for completeness. 
6. RESULTS 
Since unqualified inputs were used in the development of the results presented in this section. 
they should be considered TBV. This document m-ill not directly support any construction, 
fabrication, or procurement activity, and therefore. the inputs and outputs are not required to be 
procedurally controlled as TBV. However, any use of the data from this analysis for inputs into 
documents supporting construction. fabrication, or procurement is required to be controlled as 
TBV in accordance with appropriate procedures. 
EDA V results are presented for 10,000 year and 1.000,000 year total s j  stem performance 
assessment model simulations. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 contain dose rates per ),ear for the EDA V 
case and DID naste package neutralization case. The dose rate for the neutralized baste package 
case is several orders of magnitude higher than the EDA V case for the first 10.000 )ears 
following repository closure (Figure 6.1). The dose rate for the DID case is higher than the maste 
package case for the first 400.000 )ears (Figure 6.2). Both cases have a similar dose rate after 
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400.000 years. escept around the second SP climate (around 750.000 )ears after repository 
closure) Lvere the DID dose rate is nearly an order of magnitude higher than the case ~Lith a waste 
package. 
Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the results using the incorrect format for the temperature input files (see 
Section 5.7 above). These results were provided in CRWMS M&O 1999d. The results are \.cry 
similar to the results presented in Figure 6.1 and 6.2 and any conclusions that were nlade about 
EDA V based on the initial incorrect results should not be changed. 
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EDA V 
10,000-yr Total Dose-Rate History 
All Pathways, 20 km 
I 04 
2,000 4,000 6,000 8,000 
Time (years) RIP Ven~on 5 19 01 
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eda5e4e.eda5e4f 
Figure 6.1 10,000-Year Dose Rate Histories for EDA V Analyses. 
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EDA V 
1,000,000-yr Total Dose-Rate History 
All Pathways, 20 km 
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Time (years) RIP Version 5 19 01 
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Figure 6.2 1,000,000-Year Dose Rate Histories for EDA V Analyses. 
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EDA V (w/ incorrect temperature input files) 
10,000-yr Total Dose-Rate History 
All Pathways, 20 km 
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Figure 6.3 Initial 10,000-Year Dose Rate Histories for EDA V Analyses Using Incorrect Temperature 
Input Files. 
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EDA V (w/ incorrect temperature input files) 
1,000,000-yr Total Dose-Rate History 
All Pathways, 20 km 
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Figure 6.4 Initial 1,000,000-Year Dose Rate Histories for EDA V Analyses Using Incorrect 
Temperature Input Files. 
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8. ATTACHMENTS 
I Calculation of Invert Saturation Under Dripping Conditions 
I1 Calculation of Average Percolation Rates for Designated Repository Sub-Areas 
of EDA-V 
I11 Modification of Saturated Zone Breakthrough Curves 
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Attachment I 
Calculation of Invert Saturation Under Dripping Conditions 
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Calculation of Invert Saturation Under Dripping Conditions 
Introduction 
Liquid saturation in the invert material is used to determine the diffusion coefficient (F~t t ing o f  the 
D L I ~ L I  for Diffir.cion C1oefficienl.c in Cil.c~ltrwcrteu' Porolrc .\fedici. C R W M S  M&O. 1998b). required for 
calculating the diffusive transport of radionuclides through the invert. For total s j  sten1 perforn~ance 
assessment ( T S P A )  calculations done in support of the Enhanced Design Alternatives (EDA) study. 
the liquid saturation of the invert material is assumed to be at the residual lekel ( S T )  t i l l  the breach 
of the dripshield. After the failure of the dripshield. the flus entering the drift is assunled to be in 
contact \\ith the invert material and the liquid saturation in the invert material corresponding to 
gravity flow is used for the diffusion coefficient calculation. This is done by equating the hjdraulic 
conducti~ity of the invert material to the flux entering the drift and calculating the saturation 
corresponding to this hydraulic conductivity Lalue. 
Calculation 
All the equations and numerical calculations used to calculate the saturation in the in\.ert under 
dripping conditions are presented in this section. 
The relative hydraulic conductivity (K,.) is defined as (Mualem. 1976. equation 1): 
where hydraulic conductivity K, is a hnction of the saturation and KLYLlt is the hydraulic conductivity 
in saturated conditions. 
Effecti~e saturation S, , is defined as (Mualem, 1976. equation 2): 
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S = (Sllld\ - LCr )St + LCr (4) 
where S is the actual saturation, S,. is the residual saturation and S,,,,,, is the maximum saturation. 
Further, relative hqdraulic conductivity is defined as (\.an Genuchten. 1980. equation 8): 
where m and p a r e  the van Genuchten pore size distribution parameters. 
Using intrinsic permeability. saturated hydraulic conducti~ity can be calculated as (de Marsily. 1986. 
page 60) 
kW/ , g K =- 
\<I /  
L' 
(7) 
where g is the acceleration due to gravity and v is  the kinematic viscosity. 
From thermal hydrology calculations (CRWMS M&O 19998 and DTN: LL990301804242.083). nz 
= 0.7636. S,. = 0.05. S,,,= 1.0 and intrinsic permeability (k,s,,t) = 1.6E-11 m'. 
ksLlt = 1.6 s 1 0.' ' 111' 
g = 9.8 1 m/s' (de Marsily. 1986. p. 41 2) 
v = lo-" m2/s (de Marsily. 1986. p. 4 13. Table A.2.4) 
Combining the abo\.e information with equations 2.4. 5 and 6: 
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Using Microsoft Excel-97, a series of effective saturation (S,) values \\as generated from 0 to 0.1 
at an interval of 0.001 (see Table 1). Using equation 8. saturation values for the corresponding 
effective saturation ~ralues was calculated in the second column. Hydraulic conductivity in n~/s  is 
calculated using equation 9 (third column). The last colunln contains the hydraulic conductivity 
values in n?/jlr. Assuming gravity flow. the flux into the drift \\as equated to the hydraulic 
conductivity \.slue and the corresponding saturation \,slue (second column) \\as used for diffusion 
coefficient calculation. 
Table 1 Hydraulic conductivity us. saturation values 
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Attachment I1 
Calculation of Average Percolation Rates for Designated Repository Sub- 
Areas of EDA-V 
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Calculation of Average Percolation Rates 
for Designated Repository Sub-Areas of EDA-V: 
1.  Purpose: 
The objective of this calculation is to provide average percolation rates for the designated 
repository sub-areas of enhanced design alternative (EDA) V. 
2. Method: 
Step 1. Using as input a gixren list of FEHM node identifiers of the repository nodes and their 
designated zones. a computer program identifies the corresponding TOUGH2 node identifiers 
(only TOUGH2 column identifiers for the TOUGH2 grid are needed. because the elevation is 
the repository horizon). 
Step 2. Using as inputs the TOUGH2 node identifiers. TOUGH2 connection data at the 
repository horizon (between layer 'm' and laj.er 'n' in the TOUGH2 UZ grid). and the water flux 
at these connections (extracted from TOUGH2 outputs), a computer program calculates the 
axrerage percolation rates for the designated repository sub-areas. 
3. Assumptions: 
4. Computer Programs: 
Two programs have been used in the calculations: 
(1) The computer program used in Step 1 described ab0x.e is nanied as 'fehni-tough-node5.f. 
version 1.0. Two input files are needed; one is a list of FEHM node identifiers, the 
coordinates and the zone associations. and the other is a standard ELEME input section for 
TOUGH2. The output file contains, in a format required by 'hgram-eda5.f (see belom). 
the TOUGH2 identifiers for each of the designated zones. The transition from FEHM 
identifiers to TOUGH2 identifiers are based on comparisons of coordinates. 
A code listing of this program and example input and output files are provided in Appendix 
I .  This is a program performing rather straightforward procedures. therefore. no version 
control is necessary. 
The executable of this program has been obtained by using the H P  FORTRAN 90lS700 
compiler (version: B. 10.20.00). 
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The program has been verified via visual inspections. 
(2) The computer program used in Step 2 described abok e is nanled as 'hgranl-eda5.f. \version 
1 .o. 
This program performs calculation procedures essentially identical to the program. 
'hgram.f (CSCI: 30066 V 1.0). It differs from 'hgram.f only in a few comment lines 
about the specifications of two parameters and a requirement on the con~patibility of flux 
file and connection file, and in a calculation and printout of 'total repository area currently 
counted'. Since the procedures used in 'hgran1.f has been verified. the progranl 
'hgram - eda5.f needs no further \,erification. 
A code listing of this program is given in Appendix 11. 
The executable of this program has been obtained by using the HP FORTRAN 90lS700 
compiler (version: B. 10.20.00). 
5. Calculation: 




A typical line contains zone identifier for a node, s. y. z coordinates. FEHM node identifier. 
Total number of zones = 4. identified as A. B, C. and D. 
* elem-bas-dkm.dat: 
A typical ELEME section of input for the TOUGH2 UZ grid (DTN: LB97110000 1254.001 ). 
Output file: 
* column ed5.dat: 
For each ofthe zones. list of the column identifiers of those TOUGH2 nodes that correspond to the 
designated FEHM nodes in 'eda5node.datt; each list is ended kvith '&&&'. 
(2). Input and output files for calculating the average percolation rates for the designatcd zones: 
Input files: 
* column - ed5.dat: 
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For each of the zones. list of the column identifiers of those TOUGH2 nodes that correspond to the 
designated FEHM nodes in 'eda5node.dat'; each list is ended ~vith I&&&'. 
* repof bas.con: 
A typical CONNE section of input for the TOIJGH2 base-case UZ grid (DTN: 
LB971100001254.001). 
* repof - fl .con: 
A typical CONNE section of input for the TOUGH2 long-term average UZ grid (DTN: 
LB971100001254.001). 
* repof - f2.con: 
A typical CONNE section of input for the TOUGH2 super pluvial UZ grid (DTN: 
LB971100001254.001). 
* mnaqbg.rep (DTN: LB9712 12001 254.001): 
This file is obtained by extracting the flux data from the TOUGH2 TSPA-VA base-case present-daj.- 
infiltration output, which is identified with the DTN given in the parentheses. Ignore the first 4 
columns; the last column contains the fluxes (at the repository horizon. in kg/sec) listed in the exact 
same order as the corresponding connections gi\ren in 'repof-bas.con', where these fluxes are 
defined. 
* mnaqbfl .repfract (DTN: LB971212001254.001): 
Similar to 'mnaqbg.rept. but for the long-term average climate. 
* mnaqbf2.repfract (DTN: LB971212001254.001): 
Similar to 'mnaqbq.rept. but for the super pluvial climate. 
6. Results: 
* m n a q b g  - rep.out: the results including the average percolation rates for 'mnaqbq.rep1 
flux filename=mnaqbg.rep 
* * * * * * * domain ID=domA 
number of blocks in the domain= 14 
area-total for the domain (m*m) = 365340.0 
area-fraction of total repository = 0.182938 
average percolation flux (mm/l.r) = 1.53396 
total repository area currently counted= 365340.0 
sum of current dom-area fractions: sum - tot= 0.182938 
* * * * * * * domain ID=domB 
number of blocks in the domain= 64 
area-total for the domain (m*m) = 415733.0 
area-fraction of total repository = 0.208 17 1 
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merage percolation flux (n~mlyr) = 1.63897 
total repository area currently counted= 78 1073.0 
sum of current dom-area fractions: sum - tot= 0.39 1 109 
* * * * * * * domain ID=domC 
number of blocks in the domain= 19 
area-total for the domain (m*m) = 601921.0 
area-fraction of total repository = 0.301401 
ayerage percolation flux (mrn1j.r) = 2.4807 
total repository area currently counted= 1382994. 
sum of current dom-area fractions: sum - tot= 0.6925 1 
* * * * * * * domain ID=domD 
number of blocks in the domain= 1 1 
area-total for the domain (m*m) = 614080.0 
area-fraction of total repository = 0.30749 
aperage percolation flux (mmlyr) = 3.10067 
total repository area currently counted= 1997074. 
sum of current dom-area fractions: sum-tot= 1.0 
* m n a q b f l g  - repout: the results including the average percolation rates for 'mnaqbfl .repfract1. 
flux filename=mnaqbfl .repfract 
**  * * * * * domain ID=domA 
number of blocks in the domain= 14 
area-total for the domain (m*m) = 365340.0 
area-fraction of total repository = 0.182938 
average percolation flux (mmlyr) = 20.33244 
total repository area currently counted= 365340.0 
sun1 of current dom-area fractions: sum - tot= 0.182938 
*******  domain ID=domB 
number of blocks in the domain= 64 
area-total for the domain (m*m) = 41 5733.0 
area-fraction of total repository = 0.2081 71 
average percolation flux (nlnllyr) = 22.7291 1 
total repository area currently counted= 78 1073.0 
sum of current dom-area fractions: sum - tot= 0.391 109 
* * * * * * * domain ID=domC 
number of blocks in the domain= 19 
area-total for the domain (m*m) = 60 1 92 1.0 
area-fraction of total repository = 0.301 401 
average percolation flux (mmlyr) = 25.59147 
total repository area currently counted= 1382994. 
sum of current dom-area fractions: sum - tot= 0.6925 1 
* * * * * * * donlain ID=domD 
number of blocks in the domain= 1 1 
area-total for the domain (m*m) = 614080.0 
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area-fraction of total repository = 0.30749 
average percolation flus (nln~/}.r) = 3 1.37456 
total repository area currently counted= 1997074. 
sum of current dom-area fractions: sunl-tot= 1.0 
* mnaqbf2g-rep.out: the results including the average percolation rates for 'mnaqbf2.repfract'. 
flux filename=mnaqbE.repfract 
* * * * * * * domain ID=domA 
number of blocks in the domain= 14 
area-total for the domain (m*m) = 365340.0 
area-fraction of total repository = 0.182938 
average percolation flus (mmlyr) = 126.341 6 
total repository area currently counted= 365340.0 
sum of current dom-area fractions: sum - tot= 0.182938 
* * * * * * * domain ID=domB 
number of blocks in the domain= 64 
area-total for the domain (m*m) = 4 15 733.0 
area-fraction of total repository = 0.208 171 
average percolation flux (mmlyr) = 1 18.8644 
total repository area currently counted= 78 1073.0 
sum of current dom-area fractions: sum - tot= 0.391 109 
* * * * * * * domain ID=domC 
number of blocks in the domain= 19 
area-total for the domain (m*nl) = 601921.0 
area-fraction of total repository = 0.301401 
average percolation flux (mmlyr) = 95.5801 3 
total repository area currently counted= 1382994. 
sum of current dom-area fractions: sum - tot= 0.6925 1 
*******  domain ID=domD 
number of blocks in the domain= 1 1  
area-total for the domain (m*n~)  = 614080.0 
area-fraction of total repository = 0.30749 
average percolation flux (mml] r) = 108.4336 
total repository area currently counted= 1997074. 
sum of current dom-area fractions: sum-tot= 1.0 
7. References: 
8. Appendix I: Code Listing of fehm-tough-nodeS.f, version 1.0, and Example Input and 
Output Files. 
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( 1 )  Code Listing: 
C 
C 
, . - - T3 find tk.e ccrressna:ng YOUGE r.cdes far given r:H:-: r.cdes deficed 
i' ir-to scbregians. 3 r  tie TOUSE2 nodes, cnly :cl~:.- idertifiers 
c are o . ~ t ~ u t  to a file. 
C 
,7 
L 3efare eazt-. run, provide the input file n a ~ e  fcr 2r.i:-11, 
c the o l ~ t p , ~ r  file r.ame for  nit-21, 
- 
b and =he ~ararr.eter: r-cde end, the 13sr node in the in?ut file. 
- 
- 
pararr,eter ( n x n  dkn=376C4*2, none end=361C:: 
- - 
parar.eter jdist rnin=0.5, delev r.in=l.O, dy ~.ir=1.0, cis mir=1.9) 
- - - - 
character doc id*:, dor. id 013, elem+5,calT3, r.ai-2 
- - - 
cper(l;, file='eda5node.dat1, stat~s='cld'! 
open(l2, file='elex - bas - dkm.dar', sta:us='c81d1) 
read(l1, * )  
readill, * j  
dom id old=' ' 
10O0 readjli, * !  dox - id, xl, yl, zl, ncdel 
write ( 6 ,  ' (al,S (515.31, i1C) ' )  dcm - id, xl, yl, zl, nodel 
if (don-id.i-.e.dcrr. -id - cld.and.don - id.ne. 'A') write(21, ' (a31 ' )  ' & & & I  
if (doa-id.r.e.dc~. - id - old] write (21, ' (a3, al) ' l 'nox', d a ~ .  id 
- 
dcm id oid=dcm id 
- - - 
rewind ( 12: 
read(l2, + )  
do 20C i=l, r:Jm d:ka 
- 
read (12,14 99) elem, ral,ma2, evol, aht, ~ 2 ,  y2,22 
if(iele?(i:lj.eq.'M'l.or. (abs(z2-zl).gt.aelev -min) 
+ .cr. iaks (y2-yl) .gt.dy min) .or. (abs (x2-xl; .qt.ds :i~) ) qcrs TO2 
- 
1499 FORVAT (AS, 10X,A3,~?, 2E13.4, 1 3 ~ ~  3f 10.31
dist=sqrt ( (x2-xl! '*2- (y2-yl) +*2+ (22-2; - ,  '1 +*2) 
ifidist.le.dis: - min) gato 303 
230 continve 
33C write(21, ' (a3) ') elem:3: 5) 
iflnodel.ne.r.oae - end) gotc 1303 




(2)  Esanlple Input Files: 
S,JD-Regicn East [X) Ncrtn jk') Z n3"ue 
1 2 3 1 5 6 7 3 9 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ~ 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 E 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 : 3 ~ C ~ 2 3 4 5 6 7 S ~ O l  
A 17170'3.016 233675.797 1308.970 23356 
2 
. . 171700.281 234043.656 1924.780 23425 
u 
. . 171719.016 233843.797 i030.340 23559 
u 
. . 171300.231 233910.656 1018.01C 23869 
A 171900.281 233600.656 1025.610 24231 
A 172017.141 233734. 984 1016.70C 2 4 G 3  
B00000000-0 17 17-07 10-00083 REV 00 11-7 
rrl rrl ( 1 1  -1, (13  LO LO tn i? .r m IU C> T q r n  T rr d ,i w  ixi w  (n U) -.P -r -r 4 w  c) 4 -1) m m m N r-- m w d m  sr (1 m  m i l  i? rq 10 r r l  iu m cn rn) r) C( m T m cr1 w 
lr?a r ?  m r-  11) rid C >  sr m m o cn (3.1 ,XI tn i? ai cn ,i cn d rr, cr m m rr, m o rrj o r i  o rv r- -.r I n w ( n o  ~i? tu u) u) u) r-- r- u) ri ri m w  w  xi m -r w w o 
ol m 1. IT, iu u? i-- is- r? , I \o a o -.7 4 -13 r- (U ru m ti m r- -;r crl cn m cq w r- tu r- 0.1 r- m to u ~  m N r) ri a\ m m m m w  m o In ri cn o o P r) id m 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
r ~ w ~ m u ) m ~ w w r i d d d ~ d m ~ n  
cr w I-- w  (U w  m  In in ..is -J$ -.r m tu .r N c \~  
m r -  . ~ ~ n ~ ~ i ~ n , i d w W i ~ W r q w w w d  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
LC LC irl 0 (U 0 (U -3 u? 0 c> 13 in C3 C> r) O 
o r~ C) cr, cr r-- m ri r d  Ln w  i-- tn m a  ri 
r-- r-- I-- I-- I- I-- r-- r- U) cn m m cn m a? in 0 
~ - l r i . i . i r l r + d d r i r i d d d d ~ i ~ i ~ l  
r . . ~ . r - . r - - r . . r . . ~ . [ . - [ - . p r - p r . ~ . . r . . r . . p  
d d d r 4 r i < i s l r i r i d d d r i d d r i d  
B00000000-0 17 17-07 10-00083 R E V  00 11-9 06'1 6.'99 
(2) Example Output File: 
column - eda5.dat: 
B00000000-0 17 17-02 10-00083 REV 00 
(2) Example Output File: 
B00000000-0 17 17-02 10-00083 R E V  00 
B00000000-0 17 17-02 10-00083 REV 00 
9. Appendix 11: Code Listing of hgram-edaS.f, version 1.0. 
P 
'I3 arcacce pere~lation b.istcgrams & aV.-erage perzc1cazlor.s 
fnr qiven s,~~dc~nair.s sf tke rep~sitcry area az zn? reFositary 
nnrizcc (rn & n layers) wirk. prescribe3 lisrs of sol~mns. 
Paraneters: 
kccie - b.is=l, cal~clate 5istograr.s; 
=O, nn hiszcgrarn caleclatior.s. 
serr - kg = espec:ed sum-level :cl=se to 1.0) far flex in kg/s; 
serr - m . ~  = espected sxm-level {clsse to 1.0) fsr fl~:i in xr./yr. 
eps = toleranee fcr error betweer. a - t ~ a l  s ~ n  and es~ec:ed 5.m. 
I ~ F J Z  "Les: 
col.~nn. dat --- s.~bdcrnair. ICs an3 liszs of ~o1cr.r.s. 
. . 
cocne.cat --- vertlca- ccnnecti~ns wit:? area sizes. 
-. qi--~:c=filecame --- containing peralstior. flus in the se#?cer,ce 
of the ecnneztior.s . 
Outpct Files: 
~ h k g .  Z>JC --- percolaticn historgrams ir. ;kg/s. 
avq - ph-rm.. cut --- average pereolat Lor. & 
~erc3lation b.istcr?ra~s in ~.x/yr. 
. . Mote: ncr.zon=r:Jmfl~=l467 for fl (l~ng-tsrr. average :-:mare: , 
ncr,con=r;urr~flc=l429 for f2 ( s c ~ e r  plu:;ial elirate) , 
b c t  r . , J r lcor .=ncrrf l .~=1470 is scitable far all cases. 
Tztal area = 6725763.0 for edal. 
= 4626163.0 for e3a2. 
= 1937074.3 for eaci5. 
' q f l c s '  scst be conpatible with 'zonr.e.datl ic zerms of bczh 
tke t ~ t a l  number of lir-es ac3 zke seqsen,:e. 
~aramecer (kode - his=C,serr-kq=3.3CO,serr - ~.~=3.9999,e~s=0.031) 
Farameter :numdo-=6, curr,ccn=1472, ncxf11;=i47C1, totare3=1997074. ) 
~ a z a m e ~ e r  (rrr.in -kg=0, rrr,as - kg=0, delt - Y q = C )  
~arameter (rv.in -?.m=O, rmax x r . = 2 . 0 ,  delz - rrm=2.0) 
character eso1'3, EL?*2, ~~2'2, b J E 1 + 3 ,  NE2*3, c3r.*4 
character+X qfl)~x 
data qfl:~x/'rr.r.aqk - p. rep' / 
c?en(>l, file='cclccn - eda5.aat1, stazus='old': 
cpen (22, file='rep~f -bas. con', stat.~s='old' : 
cpen (23, £ile=qflus, status='cl3' ) 
cpen :25, file='dcrr.air. t n ~ '  ) 
cpen :26, f ile='ph'<~. out ' 1 
cpen :2?, file='avy - phnrr,. cut ' ) 
sax zct=O. 
- 
area t z ~ r = C .  
- 
!,;rite (27, + ) ' flus filena?,e=', qfl13n 
10 2 0 nxsd=n.~rnd- 1
area tc:=3. 
- 
B00000000-0 17 1 7-07 10-00083 REV 00 
v - .  , & t z z i \ i  I:;, * ;  e3r. 
. , , . , - i t?  - -  ::;, 7 )  I * + - + - * +  c3r.a i n  I3= ' ,321~. 
relxir.d ( 2 3 11 
21-,.=,11=1? 
. - 2CO2 ?.1:~.:3l=r:~rnc,2~+~ 
rei.j:r.ri (22) 
r2w:cd ( 2 3 )  
-"a j ; 7 7 , 
-  , I L ,  - )  
r ead l : 23 ,  - : I  
- +  - * 
_. r e a d  t h e  c o l ~ m n :  
r e a d  ( 2 1 ,  13C: e 2 3 1  
1 C I:) f o r r a z  (A3) 
. - 
- * ,  
- - ,e8:31 . e q .  ' & , % & I  ) zero 303C 
. . 
c + - *  f i r d  :he cc r r s s~3nsn :nq  3 r e a  a r d  i t s  s e , q , enz i a l  r:~rr.ker: 
dc 2 =1,  7 1 ~ ~ 2 3 2  
F Z h C  ( 2 2 ,  20 1 ZL1, SZ1, ZLZ, liZ2, PISZQ, PI.2.31, bI.L.12, ISC7, 11, 1,', .:33F,&.>:, 3ET.z.X 
2 9 'C3M.A: :A2 ,A3 ,A2 ,A3 ,41 i t  4 E 1 3 . i : 1  
i f  (!;El. e q .  e c c l )  -her. 
a r e a  col=A?,E.hX 
- 
a r e a  t o Z = a r e a  r=ttARE>.X 
- - 
nums - c o l = $  
q o t c  120 
e ~ d i  f 
. . 
er .eco 
- * * +  - '  ' 
- r:nc t k e  z c r r e u ~ o n c i i n s g  f l ~ s  ( f r a c t u r e ,  c r  m a r r i s ,  3r t c r a l )  : 
12s co K-1, n x a f l , ~  
- s a j  (2' 
A - ,, * )  a l , d 2 , d 3 , d 4 , s f i , ~ s  
- * 
A l ; :<. e q .  n c c s  2 0 1  ) t h e n  
- 
. -. f:*:3 ,C3l=XZl.JX 
- 
5r.m - e c 1 l = s t l s w - 3 . 1 5 3 6 e 0 7  / a r e a  - 201 
q c r o  14; 
enci: f 
cr.dci3 
- * * *  
- ,,%.rlze e ~ c l ,  a r e a  - z c l ,  fksg  - c o l ,  a n 3  5 7 ~ ~ .  - c o l  t o  a  f l l e :  
1.413 . ' r o I q z  . - vGr:__ ,,-,, 20;) e c o l ,  a r e a  c o l ,  fk 'a  s 3 _ ,  IT. 1:ol 
- - - 
c i n f  ; . , r ice  (6,23C) e z o l ,  a r e a  - c c l ,  f i q  - z c 1 ,  E c r n  - 231  
2 C 3 f 3 r r . a t  (A3,3e15..41) 
n - 5 i. _ 3 2  :: 1:) :: 
. . C+-* fi?c t n e  area-:$ei,; t i ted a::eraje F e r c o i a t l o n  f c r  t k e  cicma;r. 
3CfT13 . v , ~ r < y e ( 2 2 , + :  
rerv;ir.j ( 2 5 :I 
R ILIT.Z~~=~. ' JXICO~-  1  
a7:g - r ; e r=0 .  
co i-1, ~ . J I T I C O ;  
A -=a&:25 ,22O)  - ~ ~ 3 1 ,  a r e a- 231, f ;<q  - , e l ,  ?:rn - .:cl 
- *, - 
c a -  - -- o e r = a ~ q  - p e r + a r e a  c o l * f r n  c o l  
- - 
er.Sd3 
aX.q -c e r = a v g  - ~ e r i a r e a  - t o t  
. n L l r e  , r -  ( 2 7 ,  * )  ' n c r . b e r  of k l = c : < s  i n  + & -  L _ ~ c  c a r a j n = ' ,  3 ~ ~ ~ 3 1  
. , % , _ r e  I F -  ( 2 7 ,  * )  ' a r e a - t o t a l  f o r  t n e  c i a r a in  ( m - m i  = '  , a r e a  t ~ t  
- 
. ~-1:s , v  - ( 2 7 ,  * )  ' a r e a - f r a c z i o r  o f  z e t a 1  r e p c s i r c r y  = ' ,  a r c a  :st I t s r a r e a  
- 
LL,rire ( 2 7, * j ' a v e r a g e  p e r e ~ l a t ~ o r  : r . m / y r )  = '  , a,.:.: r e r  
- 
sc: - ta:=su~ Z c r - a r e a  t o t j t c r a r e a  
- - 
a r e a  t , : c r=area  t c c r i a r e a  t c r  
- - - 
, , . ;rire ( 2 7 ,  * )  ' t o t a l  r e ~ o s i t c r y  a r e a  c c r r e - t l y  zccnred-- : ' ,  a r e a  - tk:cr  
:f : i 3 d e  - his.eq. 0: g c t c  63CO 
C**' . ' s n e s i  t h e  f k g  - c o l  & fm? - c c l  a2air .s :  f l . ~ s  g r o ~ p  I n t e r - : a l s  rs 
2*" : c e r t i f y  the g r o c F s  t o  w k i ~ k .  :key b e l a n ' j ,  cnen  t o  acid rt- .sir  a r e a  
c*- c c r . t r i b . ~ z i c r s  t o  t h e  :st31 a r e a  f r a z t i c n  c f  t h e  g r c c r s :  
B00000000-0 1 7 17-07 10-00083 REV 00 
s ~ m  a r e a f  I < = = :  
- - 
s c n  - a r e a f  r.m=E. 
- 
r = 13 
i O C 0  r=?tl 
d k g l = r ~ i n  - kg+ ( r . - 1 )  + d e l t  - k q  
dkg2=r r , a s  - X j t  : r , -1 ;  * d e l t  - <q  
c ~ . . l = r : i c  - r n ~ +  in-1:  * 3 e l t  - rr.m 
c m - . 2 = r ~ a x  -rnx+(n-1)  * 3 e l t  - r r n  
a r e a f  ky=O. 
- 
a r e a f  - m = 0 .  
r e w i n d  (25) 
cis i=l, n u n z o l  
r e a d ( 2 5 , 2 3 C )  e c o l ,  a r e a  - z 3 l ,  f k g  - z c l ,  f rm - z3: 
if(tkg - c 3 l . g t . c i : < ~ I . a n d . f : < q  - c 3 l . l e . d i q 2 j  rk.er. 
a r e a f  - !kq=areaf  - :<?+area  - c o l i a r e a  - t c r  
er.cii f  
. - 
:r (fm. -c o l .  g t  . d ~ m l  . a n d .  f rm c o l .  l e .  dmz12) tker 
- 
a r e a f  - ? r . = a r e a f  - rrn-area - c o l / a r e a  tct 
- 
e n d i  f  
enc=io 
su r .  - a r e a f  - kg=s.~rn -a r e a f  - :kg+areaf  kg 
- 
scrr, a r e a f  n 1 = s . ~ m  a r e a f  r m A a r e a f  m-. 
- - - - 
 rite ( 2 6 ,  3C0) d'k-? y L ,  3Xg2, a r e a f  k g  
- 
w r i z e i 2 7 , 3 C O )  d r r u ~ l , d z m 2 , a r e a f  - n-. 
3 0 3 f3r rna t  : 3e12 .4  ) 
i f ( a b s ( s , ~ r n  - a r e a f  - k g - s e r r  k g )  . g t . e p s . o r .  
- 
a b s ( s ~ c  a r e a f  x r . - s e r r  m - 1 . g t . e ~ ~ )  q c r 3  4032 
- - - 
c .  
w r i t e  :26, * )  ' sxm a r e a f  . < q = ' ,  SL- a r e a :  <j  
- - - - 
; \ l r ice  :27, * )  ' s m  - a r e a f  - rr.n=', s c z  - a r e a f  rrm 
- 
E C O 2  w r i t e  (27, * )  ' s ~ m  o f  ' c c r r e n t  do? -a r sa  f r a c r i c r . 5 :  s j m  - : 3 t = ' ,  S,JX t c t  
- 
i f  ! r:~rnci. 1 t . n , ~ x a o n )  g o t  o 10 3 0  
s t c p  
er.d 
10. Attachments: 
All the related files. including the programs, 'fehm-tough-node5.f and 'hgram-eda5.f. and the 
final output files for the results. are provided in the data associated with the DTN: 
M09904MWDWAP73.00 1 .  
B00000000-0 1 7 17-02 10-00083 REV 00 
Attachment 111 
Modification of Saturated Zone Breakthrough Curves 
B00000000-0 17 17-07 10-00083 REV 00 
Modification of Saturated Zone Breakthrough Curves 
For these set of simulations. the transport of radionuclides in the saturated zone (SZ) mas modeled 
follouing the same approach of TSPA-VA (see Chapter-8 for more details. CRN'MS M&O. 1998g). 
One dimensional transport using streanltubes u s s  used to calculate concentration of radionuclides 
20 km dounstream from the repository. Four streamtubes nere used corresponding to the four 
source sub regions at the water table as shomn in Figure 111- 1 .  Assuming the same flowpaths for the 
radionuclides esiting at the uater table, the breakthrough curkes for these streanltubes are siniilar 
to the breakthrough curves used for the expected-value TSPA-VA base case, except for the cross- 
sectional area of the streamtubes. Similar to TSPA-VA. the breakthrough curves generated based 
on a unit release for these streamtubes are used in a convolution integral program to calculate the 
time varying concentrations based on the mass flus at the water table. This con\olution integral 
program (szcon\~.dll) is run along with the total s j  stem model. 
The cross-sectional area for these streamtubes are specified as the ratio between the volumetric 
groundwater flow rate from each source region at the water table and the specific discharge within 
the streamtubes. The product of cross-sectional area and the dilution factor is input as the first line 
in the breakthrough curve files used as input to the convolution integral program. The cross- 
sectional area term in all the breakthrough curve files for the four streamtubes kvere modified to 
account for the volumetric groundwater flow rates in the four source subregions as shown in Figure 
111-1. The volumetric groundwater flow rates for the four regions are shown in Table 111-1. 
Table 111-1 Volumetric groundwater flow rates for EDA-V 
Region 
A 
The calculation of volumetric groundwater flow rates is discussed in CRWMS M&O. 1999h. The 
volumetric flux in kgls is converted to m31yr by dividing ~vith the specific density of water and 
converting the time units to years. The cross-sectional area sho~vn in colunln 4 of the table is 
calculated by dividing the volumetric groundwater flow rate (m3/4.r) with a specific discharge of 0.6 
m/yr ( Section 8.3.3. Chapter-8. CRWMS M&O, 1998g). These cross-sectional areas along with 
a dilution factor of 10 (CRWMS M&O 19988. Table 8-19) are used as input to a soft~vare routine 
ASAP (CRWMS M&O 19991) for the modification of the saturated zone breakthrough curves to 
account for the volumetric groundwater flow rates in the four source subregions for EDA-V. 












Figure 111-1. Repository regions for EDA-V 
B00000000-0 17 17-02 10-00083 R E V  00 
